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ACRONYMS

ANDA  Associação Nacional para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável
DD    Difference-in-difference
FCS   Food consumption score
IDDS  Individual dietary diversity score
IPC-IG International Policy Centre for Inclusive Growth
MDD   Minimum dietary diversity
PSM   Propensity score matching
SBCC  Social and behaviour change communication
SDG   Sustainable Development Goal
SDSMAS District Services for Women and Social Affairs
       (Serviços Distritais de Saúde Mulher e Acção Social)
WASH  Water, sanitation and hygiene
WFP   World Food Programme
This baseline report has been developed for an impact evaluation of a social and behaviour change communication (SBCC) project implemented by the World Food Programme (WFP) in Mozambique’s Manica province and funded through the European Union’s MDG1c initiative. The intervention’s overall goal is to improve children’s health and nutrition by promoting good practices in the areas of maternal care and nutrition, infant and young child feeding, malaria prevention, and water, sanitation and hygiene. The intervention builds on two components: i) interpersonal communication, consisting of the training of community health committee members who in turn train community members; and ii) mass media communication, consisting of short-duration radio spots, broadcast by community radio stations that participated in corresponding capacity development activities. Overall, the project is expected to reach around 44,640 individuals through the interpersonal communication component and 379,000 individuals through the mass media component.

The population of Manica province is exposed to the intervention through three different treatment intensities:

1. interpersonal training and mass media communication;
2. mass media communication only; and
3. a comparison group, with no intervention at all.

A baseline survey was conducted between December 2016 and March 2017 to describe the situation of the prospective SBCC beneficiaries and the comparison households at baseline. The survey included questions on the households’ demographic composition, socio-economic situation, health and nutrition outcomes, and knowledge, attitudes and practices with regards to the four priority areas of the SBCC intervention:

1. maternal care and nutrition;
2. infant and young child feeding;
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malaria prevention; and
water, sanitation and hygiene.

A total of 1380 interviews were carried out: 478 in group A, 395 in group B, and 507 in group C. The target group of the survey were women aged 18 to 49 who were either pregnant or had a child under the age of 2. The results of the baseline survey are described in this report.

The baseline data indicate a low level of socio-economic development among the targeted households at baseline. Most of the women interviewed and the respective households were highly dependent on agriculture, the rate of illiteracy was high, especially among women (60 per cent), and a quarter of households did not have any type of toilet facility. Furthermore, 60 per cent of the households interviewed did not have access to a radio.

With regards to the maternal care and nutrition practices at baseline, it can be noted that most of the women interviewed attended a pre-natal examination during their most recent pregnancy (78 per cent) and gave birth at a health clinic or a rural hospital (74 per cent). Only 14 per cent of the respondents reported that their last child was born at home. Two thirds of all the women interviewed considered that eating an extra meal each day was important during pregnancy.

Regarding infant and young child feeding, the baseline data show that approximately 60 per cent of the women interviewed believe that infants should be exclusively breastfed up to 6 months and that breastmilk contains enough nutrients for infants during that period, in line with UNICEF, WFP and WHO recommendations. Nearly two thirds (62 per cent) of the interviewees reported that their child was exclusively breastfed until 6 months of age, while 22 per cent reported that their children had received liquids earlier than this, and 8 per cent did not remember. On the other hand, the dietary diversity of children is very poor, with 89 per cent having ‘poor’ dietary diversity according to the WFP’s food consumption score (for 12 per cent dietary diversity was classified as ‘borderline’, and for only 1 per cent of the children was it ‘acceptable’). It can be concluded that there is space to improve both exclusive breastfeeding practices and dietary diversity.

The baseline data reveal that approximately 75 per cent of respondents know that malaria is transmitted by mosquito bites, 80 per cent are able to identify the common symptoms of malaria, and 70 per cent own a mosquito net. On the other hand, only 57 per cent of the interviewees reported that their youngest child had slept under a mosquito net the night before the interview, indicating that adequate knowledge about malaria does not necessarily lead to compliance with recommended prevention practices.

For the topic of water, sanitation and hygiene, the results point to large knowledge gaps and the potential to improve practices within the target population. While a majority of the respondents were able to identify two critical moments for hand-washing—after going to the toilet (80 per cent) and before eating (75 per cent)—only a minority of the respondents reported washing their hands before feeding their child, before breastfeeding or after going to the toilet with their child. Over one third (38 per cent) of all women were unable to correctly identify any cause of diarrhoea, and 51 per cent of the respondents never treat their drinking water.
A comparison of the results in the three intervention groups (health committees and radio; radio only; and comparison) revealed that there are statistically significant differences between the groups for a number of variables. The impact evaluation will, therefore, need to draw on statistical methods to balance the differences between these groups and assess the impact of the intervention without over- or underestimating the impact due to group differences. One option is to use propensity score matching, a statistical technique to ‘match’ similar individuals to each other in a way to create an appropriate counterfactual for each treated individual. Another option is the use of a difference-in-difference methodology; this method yields consistent results even if treatment and comparison groups feature differences at baseline, as long as both groups follow ‘parallel trends’.

**Data quality and authenticity checks** were performed with the collected baseline data. These checks yielded encouraging results. The data quality and consistency is satisfactory for the majority of variables (325 out of 350). Data quality and/or consistency issues were only found in 7 per cent of all variables. Concerns emerged with regards to the anthropometric measures, where 29 per cent of the observations for weight and 53 per cent of the observations for height were outside the range of plausible values for the age group defined by the WHO. Most likely the impact evaluation will not draw on these variables and put a stronger focus on changes to knowledge, attitudes and practices, as well as on self-reported health measures, which were recorded to a high standard. Moreover, a number of checks were performed to assess the authenticity of the baseline data (statistical checks as well as back-checks in the field). Although the statistical tests indicated an exceptionally high number of interviews per day for some of the enumerators and a low level of variability in the data, which can both be an indication of data authenticity problems, the back-checks in the field (re-interviews of a subsample of households by senior enumerators with the aim of detecting cases of data falsification) confirmed the authenticity of the data collected. For the endline survey, it is recommended to work with an external data collection firm, to avoid any conflicts of interest during the data collection.

Lastly, it is important to bear in mind that this survey is not intended to be representative of the population of Manica province, nor of the specific districts that were sampled. The sample is representative of the target population of the SBCC project in treatment areas, as well as potential SBCC beneficiaries in the comparison areas.

**1 INTRODUCTION**

The country office of the World Food Programme (WFP) in Mozambique is currently implementing a social and behaviour change communication (SBCC) project in Manica province. The SBCC intervention aims at reducing child malnutrition and mortality by promoting beneficial health and nutrition practices in four areas:

- maternal health and nutrition;
- infant and young child feeding;
- malaria prevention; and
- water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH).
The SBCC project is part of an initiative funded by the European Union to contribute to the achievement of Millennium Development Goal 1c: “Halve the proportion of people who suffer from hunger”.

This baseline report has been elaborated within the impact evaluation of the SBCC project and describes key socio-economic, health and nutrition indicators at baseline. The report is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the context of Mozambique and the general characteristics of the SBCC project in Manica. Section 2 states the specific objectives and methods of the baseline survey. In Section 3, some of the main results from the survey are presented, with the aim of describing the current situation of the respective treatment groups, and Section 4 summarises the baseline findings.

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE BASELINE REPORT

The objective of this baseline report is to describe the socio-economic situation of potential beneficiaries of the SBCC project and comparison households in Manica province before the start of the intervention. Specifically, the report will present some of the main findings from the baseline survey carried out in the area. The findings establish a benchmark against which the results from the endline survey will be measured to assess the impact of the intervention.

Since the SBCC intervention is not primarily a research project, but an intervention aimed at improving the situation of maternal and child health and nutrition in the selected districts, the survey results are also intended to inform the programme’s implementation and eventually contribute to the optimisation of implementation details—for example, by establishing priority areas for the project—i.e. identifying topics on which awareness is lower and that need enhanced focus.

1.2 MOZAMBICAN CONTEXT

Mozambique remains one of the poorest countries in the world, with a per capita income of USD529 in 2016 (World Bank 2017), ranking 181st out of 188 countries in the 2015 Human Development Index (HDI: 0.418). In Mozambique, 68.3 per cent of the population live in rural areas, and 80 per cent of the labour force work in the agricultural sector (FAO 2017). Despite accelerated economic growth and improvements in education, health and nutrition during recent years, 54 per cent of the population remain below the national poverty line, 63 per cent of rural children live in absolute poverty, 34 per cent of households are food insecure and experience perpetual hunger, and 43 per cent of children under 5 are stunted (Republic of Mozambique 2014). Lack of access to adequate food, coupled with a high incidence of infectious diseases (malaria, diarrhoea, upper-respiratory infections, sexually transmitted infections and parasitic infestation) and limited access to primary health care services for most of the population, continues to result in a high prevalence of undernutrition and micro-nutrient deficiencies.

Formative research in Manica conducted by WFP before implementation of the project illustrated a generally low level of knowledge about topics relevant to child health and nutrition. It also found that health and nutrition practices often fail to follow medical recommendations (WFP 2015).
1.3 THE SBCC PROGRAMME IN MANICA

Programme characteristics

The overall goal of the SBCC intervention in Manica is to improve child health and nutrition by increasing awareness of good practices in four main areas: 1) maternal care and nutrition; 2) malaria prevention; 3) WASH; and 4) infant and young child feeding. These four areas have been specifically selected because of their potential influence on the two main causes of stunting: inadequate dietary intake and infection/disease during the first 1000 days of life (the main diseases being malaria and diarrhoea/parasitic infection/environmental enteropathy).

The project builds on two components: i) interpersonal communication, consisting of training community health committee members who in turn train community members, and ii) mass media communication, consisting of short-duration radio broadcasts. By the end of the project implementation, the interpersonal communication component is expected to reach 44,640 beneficiaries (i.e. 14,400 community members every 6 months plus 1440 health committee members), and the radio component is estimated to reach 162,000 women and 217,000 men.

The project is implemented with three treatment intensities, as illustrated in Figure 1:

A. interpersonal training and mass media communication (districts of Báruè, Guro, Machaze, Mossurize and Sussundenga);

B. mass media communication only (districts of Tambara and Manica); and

C. a comparison group, with no intervention at all (districts of Macossa and Gondola).

FIGURE 1
Districts of Manica province by treatment status

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
Stakeholders

The SBCC programme is part of the larger programme ‘Support to Accelerate Progress towards MDG1c in Mozambique—WFP Sub-Programme,’ funded by the European Union and implemented by WFP Mozambique. The project also intends to contribute to the realisation of the following Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): SDG2 (zero hunger), SDG3 (good health and well-being), SDG6 (clean water and sanitation) and SDG 17 (partnership for the Goals). Given the SBCC project’s multi-branched approach, its implementation requires a joint effort by several national and international stakeholders:

- WFP: the implementing agency of the SBCC programme, responsible for management-related endeavours, the development of training materials for the interpersonal component, and implementation activities, while also offering capacity-building support and guidance to the different partners;
- Development Media International (DMI): international technical non-governmental organisation that manages capacity-building of community radio stations for producing and editing the radio broadcasts with SBCC content;
- Ministry of Health of Mozambique: technical support and counselling on the development of training materials to be used by the community health committees;
- national/provincial institutions (UN Volunteers, SDSMAS, ANDA): provide support, coordination and monitoring of the activities developed in the field, and responsible for providing training on good nutrition and health practices to the health committees in the different communities; and
- International Policy Centre for Inclusive Growth (IPC-IG): provides technical guidance for project implementation and leads the monitoring and evaluation activities.

1.4 IMPACT EVALUATION DESIGN

The programme’s impact evaluation will assess to what extent the programme has improved health and nutrition outcomes among children in Manica province by changing behaviours and attitudes with regards to health and nutrition practices. The following research questions were developed to guide the evaluation:

- Was the SBCC intervention effective in improving knowledge, attitudes and practices in the four priority areas of the intervention?
- Did the knowledge, attitudes and practices acquired by the beneficiaries of the SBCC intervention lead to better health, nutrition and sanitary outcomes among children?
- Is the joint provision of health and nutrition information through radio spots and health committees more effective in improving health and nutrition behaviours and outcomes than the provision of information through behaviourally inspired radio spots alone?
- In case the intervention only has a limited impact: Why did the SBCC beneficiaries not improve their knowledge, attitudes and practices in the four priority areas?
The study of the SBCC project in Manica will draw on both quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate the outcomes and impacts of the intervention. While the qualitative methods aim to quantify the effect of the intervention on its beneficiaries, the qualitative methods will help to investigate the pathways to impact, the beneficiaries’ perceptions of the programme’s effectiveness as well as possible unexpected effects which were not included in the survey questionnaires.

For the quantitative study, it is important to compare the treated individuals to a group of comparable individuals who were not treated, the comparison group. If one were to only measure the difference in outcomes of the treated individuals before and after the intervention, one would not be able to differentiate changes which are attributable to SBCC from changes which happened due to other factors. A comparison group is crucial to help identify and rule out such external factors and provide unbiased estimates.

Randomised control trials are a useful tool for choosing the comparison group, as they use randomisation over the targeted individuals to select treated and control groups, to avoid the possibility of individuals in the control group systematically differing from the treatment group. Indeed, if one chooses to compare groups of individuals that are systematically different, the impact estimates might over- or underestimate the magnitude, since differences that are not accounted for might have a role in determining the outcomes. Nevertheless, the SBCC design and characteristics could not allow for a randomised control trial, given that treatment and comparison areas had already been identified before the start of the evaluation activities.

Two alternative impact evaluation methods—propensity score matching (PSM) and difference-in-differences (DD) estimations—can yield unbiased impact estimates in this context. DD aims to compare treatment and control groups both before and after the intervention. By assuming that both groups followed similar time trends in the absence of the treatment, DD would yield unbiased estimates even in the presence of significant differences across groups before the intervention. Nevertheless, the underlying ‘parallel trend assumption’ of DD is difficult to test. It might, therefore, make sense to use alternative approaches to balance potential differences between the groups at baseline. PSM ‘matches’ each individual in the treatment group to an individual in the control group with similar characteristics. Thus, a subsample from the total surveyed population is created comprising the most comparable individuals. The interviewees who cannot be matched are dropped from the sample, for which the PSM estimates only represent the matched subsample. Although this method reduces the potential biases, it may reduce the sample size, which might in turn reduce the power of the impact estimates. Hence, one can alternatively use the propensity scores to control for the systematic differences in a DD context. Notwithstanding, PSM provides a good counterfactual in the case that treatment and control areas are systematically different, as is often the case for non-experimental programme designs.

The impact evaluation of the SBCC campaign will most likely be based on a combination of DD and PSM methods. A decision on the exact research method will be made jointly by the WFP and the IPC-IG once both baseline and endline data are available. For the case of the differences found at baseline, the IPC-IG performed different PSM algorithms with the objective of finding a potential method to balance the groups. Appendix 2 provides the best results found after several tests of different algorithms using nearest-neighbour, radius and kernel matching. Each matching algorithm has a trade-off: in our case the results suggest
that for treatment group A, the sample is better balanced by the kernel algorithm, where all but one variable managed to be balanced, while radius matching achieves a larger common support, with 813 observations versus 556 of the kernel. For the case of treatment group B, nearest-neighbour matching provided the best balance, again with all but one variable passing the difference in means test, while radius matching yielded the largest common support of 792 observations, versus 720 in nearest neighbour.

Qualitative methods will be used to complement and explain the quantitative findings of the SBCC impact evaluation. Focus group discussions with purposively selected individuals from all three treatments groups will be conducted at the end of implementation of the programme, after the endline survey, to further investigate changes in knowledge, attitudes and practices among beneficiaries, perceived impacts on child health and nutrition, and pathways of impact.

2 THE BASELINE SURVEY

2.1 BASELINE DATA COLLECTION

The SBCC baseline survey was carried out between December 2016 and March 2017. The quantitative endline survey data collection is scheduled to take place from December 2017 to February 2018, so that the impact evaluation can be finalised by April 2018.

Although the data collection for both the baseline and the endline surveys is the responsibility of the WFP, the IPC-IG assisted in the design of the evaluation, including the sampling techniques and the survey used. A team of 22 enumerators conducted the data collection for the baseline survey. Seven of them are staff members or UN Volunteers working for the WFP, seven are staff members of the non-governmental organisation Associação Nacional para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável (ANDA) based in Manica, and eight are staff members of the Serviços Distritais de Saúde da Mulher e Acção Social (SDSMAS) of the districts of Guro, Bâruè, Sussundenga, Mossurize and Machaze.

A total of 1380 surveys were carried out: 478 in group A (both interpersonal and mass media components), 395 in group B (only the mass media component), and 507 in group C (control group). Given the nature of the SBCC intervention, the population of interest for the impact evaluation comprises pregnant women, young mothers and their children. The sample inclusion criteria were defined as follows:

- being female;
- being aged 18–49;
- being pregnant and/or having a child under the age of 2; and
- providing informed consent to participate in the study.

The main questionnaire of the impact evaluation was administered to these women using a tablet-based application. The outcomes at the level of the child will be assessed indirectly, through the questionnaire that is administrated to the mothers. A small number of questions in the questionnaire required the enumerators to observe the behaviour of the
children and take their anthropometric measures (height and weight). Moreover, a small sub-questionnaire was administrated to the husbands of the women interviewed, to investigate possible gender-specific impacts.

While the interviewees in area A were sampled from the lists of prospective beneficiaries of the interpersonal component of the SBCC intervention, the sampling in areas B and C was based on non-probabilistic sampling methods. Women who did not meet the sample inclusion criteria or any individual who chose not to consent to participation in the survey were excluded. In areas B and C, women with close family ties to an already selected interviewee were excluded, to diminish potential biases of correlated observations. The district of Báruè, which was affected by a political and military conflict at the time of the baseline survey, was excluded from the survey activities.

The survey questionnaire was structured as follows:

1. Introductory questions on general household characteristics (e.g. geographic location, number and age of children, marital status of the women interviewed)

2. Questions on the socio-economic characteristics of the household. These variables are needed to identify the level of homogeneity across participants and thus serve as a basis for the PSM

3. Questions on knowledge, attitudes and practices on the four priority areas of the intervention:
   - maternal care and nutrition
   - malaria prevention
   - WASH
   - infant and young child feeding

4. Cross-cutting outcomes on the development of the youngest child (including weight and height of the children, questions on the parents’ self-assessment of the child’s cognitive development, as well as a part where the enumerator provides an assessment of easily observable characteristics of child development—e.g. ability to sit unaided)

5. Questions on general habits and attitudes. These questions can help to find associations between certain personality traits (e.g. risk adversity, impatience) and the impact of the intervention

6. A small sub-questionnaire to be administered to the husbands of the women interviewed. The questions are similar to those asked in section 3 of the questionnaire. The data will be the baseline to investigate whether the intervention’s impacts differed between men and women.

2.2 DATA QUALITY

Before the content-related analysis of the baseline data, several data quality checks were performed. The checks are intended to detect implausible values and inconsistencies and irregularities in the data, to avoid the subsequent analysis of the data being biased by imprecisely recorded values.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i19_1</td>
<td>Sex of youngest child</td>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i20</td>
<td>Languages spoken</td>
<td>Inconsistencies in languages frequently spoken vs. language of the interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i28</td>
<td>Listenership to radio</td>
<td>Only 88 individuals answered the question, even though 384 have a radio at home, and even more have access outside their homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s04_0</td>
<td>Money available for food per week</td>
<td>80 per cent answered they do not know, and 20 per cent did not want to answer, in the following question, however, all interviewees gave an exact amount of money spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s04</td>
<td>Amount of money spent on food</td>
<td>28 per cent spent 1 meticais, while 26 per cent spent 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s16</td>
<td>Number of persons living in the household</td>
<td>2 households with 51 persons, 1 with 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo1</td>
<td>News about malaria</td>
<td>Inconsistency with follow-up question: 19 were able to name a source of news about malaria, even though they stated they had not heard of malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo7</td>
<td>Mosquito nets</td>
<td>10 respondents stated they slept under a mosquito net, even though in the previous question they said they did not have one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w01</td>
<td>Diarrhoea incidence</td>
<td>32 women could define the duration of the child’s diarrhoea, even though they stated it did not have diarrhoea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c04</td>
<td>With how many months did the child consume other liquids</td>
<td>This question was only directed towards women with a child older than 6 months, nevertheless 275 women answered this question even though the child is not older than 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n01</td>
<td>Pre-natal examination</td>
<td>84 women said they went to one and 44 went to two pre-natal examinations, even though in the previous question they said they did not attend any pre-natal examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o1</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>24 per cent implausible values (as little as 1 cm, as big as 142 cm). Moreover, 130 women who said they did not have a child under 2 answered the question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o2</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>7 per cent implausible values (as little as 1 g, as big as 19.3 kg). The question was asked in grammes, and seemingly reported in kilos in 86 per cent of the cases. Everyone answered this question, including women who said they did not have child under 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o4</td>
<td>Child makes sounds with mouth/tries to speak</td>
<td>Everyone answered, even though the question was only directed towards women with a child older than 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o5</td>
<td>Child speaks single words</td>
<td>Same as o4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g3</td>
<td>Hours walked per day</td>
<td>57 per cent said they did not know, while 7 per cent of the interviewees stated they walked more than 24 hours per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h01, h02, h08</td>
<td>Questions for husbands</td>
<td>High percentage of 'don't know' answers (40–50 per cent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
Before the start of the data collection process, it was ensured that all enumerators collecting data for the baseline survey had a background in health and/or social development and detailed knowledge of the local circumstances in Manica province, spoke the local languages and underwent training in impact evaluation methods, data collection and research ethics. Fifteen of the 22 enumerators participated in training led by the IPC-IG between 21 and 26 October 2016 in Chimoio, while the other 7 received similar training from WFP staff.  

Subsequent analysis indicated that the data collected generally meet high data quality standards. Only for a minority of variables (approximately 25 out of 350) have concerns about the quality and reliability of data emerged. Table 1 gives an overview of the problematic variables. In the case of five variables, a very high proportion (between 40 and 80 per cent) of interviewees refused to answer or selected the ‘don’t know’ answer, which makes the information hard to interpret in the subsequent analysis. In the case of the sex of the child, information is completely missing, even though this variable would be very important in the analysis of the data.  

For the case of the anthropometric variables, the main concern was that the answers might have been recorded in different measurement units. Indeed, the enumerators were asked to enter the height and weight of the youngest child in centimetres and grammes, respectively. Nevertheless, the majority of the weight values seemed to be expressed in kilos, as 86 per cent were lower than 20. When converting such values into grammes, we find that 73 per cent of children were inside a range of values of weight for age in accordance with World Health Organization (WHO) data. Note however, that the converted values were all integers, for which a loss on precision of the child’s weight is likely, given that enumerators probably rounded these. For the case of the children’s height, 30 per cent of observations were missing. Among the data available, 47 per cent of children were inside a range of height for age in accordance with WHO data. Therefore, only 33 per cent of the children in the study had plausible height values for their age.  

In the case of eight variables, the concerns are due to contradictory answers to related questions. For example, in the case of pre-natal examinations, 84 of the women who first stated they had not attended any pre-natal examinations claimed to have attended one or two when asked about the exact number of pre-natal examinations. These inconsistencies might have been produced by an erroneous display of follow-up questions in the questionnaire. The follow-up of the exact number of pre-natal visits was not supposed to be displayed if the interviewee stated that none had been attended.  

One of the most recurrent discrepancies was identified in the case of the languages spoken versus the language of the interview, where in some cases people stated that they did not speak the language in which the interview was conducted. Although this could be explained by the fact that one can have a passive understanding of a language without actively speaking it, this could also raise concerns over the reliability of the corresponding answers.  

Overall, an initial analysis of the baseline data confirmed high data quality for most of the survey questions. Only single indicators such as the weekly expenditure on food and, in particular, the anthropometric measures included a large number of inconsistent and/or implausible values. Since only around 7 per cent of the variables are questionable, data quality issues are not expected to have a major impact on the feasibility and validity of the SBCC impact evaluation.
2.3 DATA AUTHENTICITY

In addition to assessing the data quality, the IPC-IG team also took measures to evaluate the authenticity of the data collected, to detect possible cases of data falsification/fabrication. The statistical methods applied and the respective results are summarised below. Additionally, the WFP performed back-checks in agreement with the IPC-IG, through which approximately 5 per cent of the sampled households were re-interviewed to confirm that the previously collected information was correct. The results of these back-checks are also described below.

a) Number of interviews conducted per enumerator

Given the length of the questionnaire, each enumerator was expected to complete around 10 interviews per day, depending on technical (or other) conditions in the field (e.g. battery life, climate, road conditions). Nonetheless, some enumerators managed to collect over 20 interviews in one day, in some cases even over 30, which might be an indication of data falsification. An additional observation is that for six enumerators (among them the two enumerators who collected the most interviews) GPS coordinates are missing for all interviews. The back-checks performed to ensure the authenticity of the data (see paragraph d) below) showed that the answers are indeed authentic. One potential explanation for the high daily numbers could be that enumerators decided to perform the interviews on paper and enter them later into the tablets, resulting in a high number of interviews entered into the tablet in one day. It would be worth asking the enumerators whether this actually happened.

b) Comparison of data collected by different enumerators

To ensure that each enumerator had collected real, authentic data, the IPC-IG additionally compared selected data characteristics of numeric variables in the subsample collected by the single enumerators with the characteristics in the entire sample. If one subsample displays a systematically higher/lower mean value and a lower variation in the answers, this can suggest fabricated or invented data (Blasius and Thiessen 2012; Porras and English 2015; Menold et al. 2013), as when fabricating data, enumerators typically tend to give more homogenous answers to avoid detection. Regarding the mean values, there are some examples of the mean values of the answers collected by one enumerator being noticeably lower than the mean value of the entire sample. Furthermore, for the case of three enumerators the standard deviation (e.g. the dispersion or variation of the values) is lower than average for 60 per cent of the numeric variables. Even though suspicious, this low variation could be alternatively explained by the fact that these enumerators collected data with a very homogeneous population structure.

c) Duplicates analysis

Just as having very low variation in the data can suggest fabrication of the data, so can having a high number of identical answer combinations in a data set (Kuriakose and Robbins 2015), as another way of falsifying data is to copy most of another interviewee’s answers. To check for the presence of near duplicates—for example, individuals who share a high number of responses with others—the maximum percentage of answers that one individual shares with any other individual in the data set was calculated. In the literature (ibid.), a percentage match of more than 85 per cent is linked to data fabrication. For this analysis, 48 variables were
used, and the percentage of shared answers ranged from 40 to 100 per cent, with most of the individuals sharing at least 50 per cent of the answers with another individual.

Again, there are two enumerators who display an extraordinarily high percentage of identical answers among different interviewees. In the case of one enumerator, 40 per cent of the individuals share more than 85 per cent of the answers with other individuals. Just as in the case of the low variance, this could be possibly explained by low inequality and a homogeneous population structure in the areas surveyed.

d) Back-checks of a selected subsample

To corroborate the baseline data, a sample of 52 individuals contained in the data set was randomly selected and re-interviewed, with special interest in enumerators who had displayed suspicious behaviour in the data authenticity checks. During these re-interviews, households were asked a reduced catalogue of questions, consisting of the names of the household members and the socio-economic characteristics. These back-checks were implemented by the WFP and further revised by the IPC-IG. The WFP ensured that the back-check interviews were conducted by particularly experienced and trustworthy staff members.

It was reassuring that most back-checks allowed the findings of the baseline survey to be corroborated: 47 of the 52 respondents confirmed the information they had given in the initial interviews, which reaffirms the credibility of the data. For the other five respondents, two gave different answers from before, and three refused to answer questions when re-contacted.

e) Final comments

The results of the statistical tests gave rise to concerns about the authenticity of the data. It is particularly worth mentioning that two enumerators are affected by all four suspicious characteristics—namely, they collected the highest number of interviews per day, the variables display a lower variation than in the case of other enumerators, their observations share a high percentage of identical answers, and the GPS coordinates are missing for all their interviews.

Nevertheless, the back-checks through which 5 per cent of the sample were re-interviewed were reassuring and provided evidence that the data collected are indeed authentic. One might, therefore, conclude that the statistical tests have erroneously pointed to falsified data. The low variation of answers for single enumerators and the high percentage of identical answer combinations could, for example, be explained by other factors, such as a particularly homogeneous population in the areas which were the responsibility of single enumerators. This in turn could be a consequence of the non-probabilistic sampling methods on which the study was based (see Appendix 2). Issues which remain questionable are the high number of interviews per day and the missing GPS coordinates.

All in all, given that the back-checks confirmed the authenticity of data in almost all cases, we conclude that there is no convincing evidence for data falsification; however, it will be important to carefully monitor data authenticity issues throughout the study. The endline data will allow the research team to perform additional statistical tests, comparing critical patterns in the baseline and the endline data, to gain more certainty about the authenticity of the baseline data.
3 RESULTS

This chapter presents the main findings from the baseline survey, disaggregated by treatment groups: A (interpersonal and mass media), B (mass media only) and C (control group).

As described in Chapter 2.1, the inclusion criteria for the study were to be female, aged 18–49 and being pregnant and/or having a child under the age of 2. While the majority of the respondents fulfilled these criteria, it should be noted that there were some exceptions. According to the data, 8 per cent of the women were younger than 18 years old (of which 3.4 per cent were 17 and thus borderline cases, and the others potentially wrong dates), although enumerators had been instructed to strictly follow the sample inclusion criteria and not interview any person under the age of 18. However, only 49 per cent of the sample provided their age. Moreover, seven interviewees stated that they were neither pregnant nor had children under 2. Among the respondents, 22 per cent were pregnant, and 81 per cent had children under 2. Furthermore, 4 per cent of the women with children under 2 were also pregnant.

3.1 HOUSEHOLD AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Number of children

On average, the women interviewed have three children; however, the most common number of children is one or two, as seen in Figure 2. In the control group, a higher percentage of women were pregnant for the first time compared to the other groups, whereas women in group B on average have more children. On the same line, a lower percentage of women have children under the age of 2 in the comparison group (70 per cent) than in treatment group B (93 per cent) or treatment group C (82 per cent).

FIGURE 2
Number of children

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
**Single mothers**

In groups A and C, around 90 per cent of the women are married or living together with a man as if they were married, and 5 per cent are separated or divorced. In group B, only around half of the women are married or living together with a man as if they were married, whereas the other 50 per cent have never married. Moreover, in 17 per cent of the cases, the survey for the women’s husband/partner was not implemented because they were absent or there was no partner in the household.

**Interview language**

The three most common interview languages were Sena, Chiute and Ndau, which were all selected by just over 20 per cent. Portuguese was selected by 13 per cent of the respondents. In area A, more than half of the respondents chose to carry out the interview in Ndau. A quarter selected Chiute, 10 per cent chose Portuguese, and a further 10 per cent Chitonga. Sena was the preferred language for 80 per cent of group B respondents, whereas 15 per cent selected Chimanhika. In the control group, 40 per cent chose Chiute, 25 per cent wanted to be interviewed in Portuguese, and 25 per cent in Chibarue.

**Literacy**

The general level of literacy among the women is 38 per cent. Group A has the highest level of literacy, at almost 60 per cent, while only 30 per cent of the interviewees in group C and 20 per cent in group B know how to read and write. Over two thirds (69 per cent) of the husbands of the women interviewed are literate.
On average, 70 per cent of respondents are employed in agriculture; however, there are notable differences among the treatment groups. Agriculture employs 90 per cent of the respondents in the control group, 77 per cent in group B, and only 47 per cent in group A. Commerce is the second most common source of income, with 12 per cent of group B respondents and 25 per cent from group A. Moreover, in group A, jobs in the service sector represent the primary source of income for just over 20 per cent of households.

**Household toilet facilities**

On average, almost a quarter of the respondents do not have access to any toilet facility at all. Another 25 per cent mostly use uncovered latrines. The most common type of toilet facility is a traditional covered latrine, which 40 per cent of respondents use.

Group A has the highest number of households without toilet facilities, at 38 per cent. In this group, around 30 per cent use a traditional covered latrine, and 20 per cent a traditional
uncovered latrine. In group B, 21 per cent lack toilet facilities, while the traditional covered latrine (at 63 per cent) is the most common type. The lack of toilet facilities is lowest in the control group (12 per cent). In this group, a traditional uncovered latrine (47 per cent) is the most common type, followed by a traditional covered latrine (31 per cent).

FIGURE 5
Household toilet facilities
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Source: Authors’ elaboration.

3.2 MEDIA-RELATED INDICATORS

**Household radio access (home/work/outside)**

The majority of the respondents (60 per cent of the entire sample) have no access to radio at all. Around 28 per cent of the entire sample have access to radio at home, and 29 per cent outside the home (note that these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive, and some respondents may have access to radio both at home and elsewhere). Almost none of the respondents have access to radio at work.
There are pronounced differences between the treatment groups and the control group. The control group displays the highest share of people without access to radio, while in group A only 40 per cent do not have access.

Access to mobile phone
In the entire sample, only 28 per cent of the interviewees (383) have access to a mobile phone; 40 per cent of these (153) use it to listen to radio. Again, differences across groups are considerable. While in group C only 14 per cent have access to mobile phones, 23 per cent do in group B, and 46 per cent in group A.

Listening habits
Only 88 respondents provided information about when they last listened to radio: 53 had listened to radio the day before the interview, 15 in the previous 7 days, and 18 more than 7 days before. The most commonly listened radio station is Radio Comunitario Chitobe, followed by Radio Comunitario Chipungumbira, Radio Sussundenga and Radio Comunitario Nhacolo.

Nearly a quarter (23 per cent) of the respondents who provided information about their listening habits stated that they listen to the radio on average around 1 hour per day, 26 per cent around 2 hours per day, while around 16 per cent listen to radio on average less than one hour daily.

Access to television
Only 13 per cent of the entire sample have a television at home (9 per cent in group C, 12 per cent in group B, and 17 per cent in group A).
**Source of information about malaria**

When asked about where they last heard information about malaria, 5 per cent stated they heard about it on the radio, while less than 1 per cent of the respondents saw it on television. The most important source of information is a clinic/hospital or the health committee (*Comite de Saude*).

### 3.3 MATERNAL CARE AND NUTRITION

**Attendance of pre-natal check-ups**

On average, 78 per cent of the women had a pre-natal check-up during the first three months of their most recent pregnancy. Group A and the control group both had an attendance rate of around 90 per cent, whereas only 50 per cent of women in group B attended a pre-natal examination during the first three months.

It can be noted that 16–18 per cent of the women in both groups A and B mentioned pre-natal check-ups on their own initiative when asked about the most important components of pregnancy care, while fewer than 6 per cent of the control group mentioned this.

**Choice of birth location (most recent birth)**

Overall, most births took place at a health clinic (56 per cent) or, to a lesser extent, at a rural hospital (18 per cent). While groups A and C showed similar results, group B had a higher rate of home births (37 per cent).

*FIGURE 7*

**Birth location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At home</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural hospital</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health centre/clinic</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know/don't remember/no answer</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
Knowledge of specific care requirements during pregnancy

A large proportion of respondents did not know of any specific care measures which should be taken during pregnancy. Among those who did, getting enough rest, avoiding heavy work and enjoying regular and diverse meals were the three most frequently mentioned ways to take care when pregnant according to respondents in all three groups. Proper alimentation was specifically highlighted by respondents in the control group.

FIGURE 8
Pregnancy care

[Bar chart showing various care measures and the number of respondents]

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

FIGURE 9
Importance of an extra daily meal

[Bar chart showing the percentage of respondents per group with the importance level of an extra daily meal]

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
Overall, two thirds of the respondents viewed it as important or very important for a pregnant woman to eat an additional snack or meal every day.

3.4 MALARIA PREVENTION

**Knowledge of sources of malaria transmission**

When asked an open question about malaria transmission, an average of three quarters of women correctly stated on their own initiative that malaria can be transmitted via mosquito bites. This knowledge was higher in groups A (75 per cent) and C (91 per cent). In group B, only 54 per cent mentioned mosquito bites as a source of malaria transmission, and as many as 42 per cent stated that they did not know how malaria is transmitted. A number of interviewees also listed incorrect answers on their own initiative, such as weather changes (2 per cent), getting wet in the rain (6 per cent), eating cold, spoiled or dirty food (7 per cent), drinking dirty water (7 per cent) or witchcraft (0.4 per cent).

**Prevalence and usage of mosquito nets in households**

Overall, close to 70 per cent of the households have a mosquito net; however, the proportion is again higher in groups A (85 per cent) and C (65 per cent), while fewer respondents in group B (53 per cent) have a net. These results point to a correlation between this indicator and the previous one; indeed, more than 72 per cent of those who know that malaria is transmitted by mosquitoes also own a mosquito net.

Mosquito net usage, however, is more even among the groups. On average, 57 per cent of the interviewees answered that their youngest child had slept under a mosquito net the previous night, 33 per cent stated that they had not, and 10 per cent did not know or preferred not to answer. With regards to mosquito net usage during pregnancy, 50 per cent
of respondents claimed that they always slept under a mosquito net during their previous pregnancy, 18 per cent that they sometimes did, and 28 per cent that they did not.

FIGURE 11
Usage of mosquito nets

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
**Knowledge of malaria symptoms**

When asked how the respondent would know that a person was infected with malaria, approximately 80 per cent of the respondents could identify at least two common malaria symptoms on their own initiative. A pattern similar to the two previous indicators can be noted; whereas 82 per cent in group A and 98 per cent in group C could accurately identify at least two common symptoms of malaria, only 56 per cent in group B managed to name two or more symptoms, and 34 per cent were unable to name any.

**FIGURE 12**

**Knowledge of malaria symptoms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>98%</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>34%</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>86%</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>82%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know any symptoms</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows one symptom</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows two or more symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

**Knowledge of methods for protection against malaria**

More than half of the women interviewed could correctly identify at least two methods to protect themselves against malaria. The level of knowledge was fairly even across the groups, although group B again showed a slightly lower level of awareness.
Willingness of mothers to seek medical care in case of malaria symptoms

Approximately 90 per cent of the respondents in all three groups reported that they would take their youngest child to a hospital or public/private health centre in case of fever or other malaria-like symptoms.

3.5 WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE

Ability to identify crucial occasions for hand-washing

When asked an open question to list occasions when it is necessary to wash one’s hands, approximately 80 per cent of the women interviewed replied that it is important to wash their hands after going to the toilet (70 per cent in groups A and B and 96 per cent in the control group, group C).

The second most common answer was that hand-washing is important before eating. Consistently, more than 90 per cent in the control group (C) gave this answer, while lower percentages were found for group A (77 per cent) and group B (60 per cent). The third most common answer was hand-washing before preparing food or cooking, mentioned by 82 per cent of respondents from group C, 50 per cent from group A and 45 per cent from group B.
Note that 12 per cent of women in group B did not know when to wash their hands, whereas this percentage is less than 3 per cent for groups A and C. Globally, the other answers that were less frequently mentioned were ‘when hands are dirty’ and ‘before breastfeeding’, mentioned by less than 20 per cent of respondents.

**FIGURE 14**

**Identified occasions to wash hands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>After going to the bathroom</th>
<th>After cleaning the child</th>
<th>Before preparing food</th>
<th>Before eating</th>
<th>Before breastfeeding</th>
<th>When hands are dirty</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Doesn't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

**Treating water before drinking or cooking**

Only 16 per cent of the women interviewed reported that they always treat their water before drinking or cooking. Nineteen percent of them treat the water sometimes, while 51 per cent report never applying any treatment to water. The proportion of households never treating their drinking water is considerably higher in group C (74 per cent) than in groups B (50 per cent) and A (27 per cent).

It is also important to mention that nearly 85 per cent of individuals who answered that they never treat water before drinking or cooking mentioned at least one water treatment method. On the other hand, 80 per cent of those who chose not to answer said they did not know any water treatment methods.
**FIGURE 15**

*Treatment of water before drinking or cooking*

![Bar chart showing the percentage of women who treat water before drinking or cooking, with groups C, B, A, and Total values for each category: Never (74%, 50%, 27%, 21%), Always (13%, 12%, 21%, 19%), Most of the time (5%, 3%, 5%, 19%), Sometimes (4%, 3%, 3%, 19%), Doesn't know (0%, 1%, 12%, 10%). Source: Authors’ elaboration.*

**FIGURE 16**

*Knowledge of methods to treat water*

![Bar chart showing the percentage of women who know various methods to treat water: Chlorine (36%), Boiling (31%), Bottle in the sun (2%), Certeza (Sodium hypochlorite solution) (14%), Other (30%), Doesn’t know any method (18%). Source: Authors’ elaboration.*

---

**Percentage of women interviewed who dispose of their children’s stools correctly**

More than 50 per cent of women dispose of their children’s stools correctly by either throwing them in the toilet or burying them, both methods that are considered safe. However, higher percentages are only found in groups A and C (57 per cent and 70 per cent, respectively),
while this is only true for 28 per cent of women in group B. Throwing the stools in the toilet was the most frequent answer, accounting for the majority of individuals in groups A and C (45 per cent and 58 per cent, respectively). For group B this answer accounted for less than 20 per cent, matched by the unsafe practice of throwing stools in the trash, which was rarely mentioned by interviewees in the other groups.

**FIGURE 17**
**Stool disposal practices**

Moreover, we observe that only 7 per cent of children defecate in the most hygienic place, in latrines or in a potty. There are also differences among the treatment groups in the most common places where children defecate: 47 per cent in the control group answered that children defecate on the ground near the respondent's home, while 23 per cent in group B and 20 per cent in group A gave this answer. Nearly a quarter (23 per cent) of respondents in group B mentioned that children defecate on sheets or cloths, which was also the most common answer for group A (40 per cent). Note that almost a quarter of interviewees chose not to answer this question.

**Percentage of women interviewed able to correctly identify at least one cause of diarrhoea**

The majority of women were able to correctly identify at least one cause of diarrhoea among children, with only minor differences between the different treatment groups. The main reason mentioned by the interviewees was contaminated water, an answer given by 34 per cent of them, followed by dirty hands (27 per cent) and contaminated food (19 per cent).

Less than a quarter of the women interviewed answered that their youngest child had had diarrhoea in the previous 14 days, with 17 per cent for group A, 30 per cent for group B and 22 per cent for group C. At least 60 per cent of women in groups B and C knew at least one cause of diarrhoea, while this figure was only 40 per cent in treatment group A.
FIGURE 18
Women’s knowledge of causes of diarrhoea

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

FIGURE 19
Women’s knowledge of causes of diarrhoea (by treatment group)

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
3.6 INFANT AND YOUNG CHILD FEEDING

Exclusive breastfeeding during the infant’s first 6 months

FIGURE 20
Women’s opinions on the nutritional value of breastmilk
Does breastmilk provide enough nutrients to infants up to 6 months?

As illustrated in Figure 21, on average 60 per cent of the respondents think that infants should be exclusively breastfed during the first 6 months of life, and 64 per cent consider that breastmilk provides enough nutrients during this period (Figure 20).

FIGURE 21
Women’s opinions on the duration of exclusive breastfeeding

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
In the control group (group C), the attitudes towards exclusive breastfeeding seem to be more positive than in treatment groups A and B, and exclusive breastfeeding up to 6 months of age is more widespread.

Breastfeeding practices are largely in line with these attitudes, and 62 per cent of the interviewees’ children started receiving breastmilk only after 6 months of age. Nearly a quarter (22 per cent) received breastmilk even before that age, while 8 per cent of the respondents did not remember, which points to the potential to further promote exclusive breastfeeding.

**Dietary diversity of children 6 months old and above**

To investigate the dietary diversity of children in Manica province, mothers were asked to report whether their child had consumed any food from 15 different food groups within a three-day recall period. For children under 6 months, breastmilk is the most frequently consumed food (70 per cent), followed by cereals (32 per cent) and vegetables (4 per cent). Children from 6 to 23 months mostly consumed cereals (70 per cent), dark green vegetables (17 per cent) and orange-coloured vegetables such as pumpkin, carrot or sweet potatoes (16 per cent).

To analyse the diversity of the diet, the individual dietary diversity score (IDDS) was calculated for children aged 6–23 months of age. Additionally, the minimum dietary diversity (MDD) (WHO 2008; 2010) and the food consumption scores (FCS) were computed, to compare the children of the women surveyed with international dietary thresholds. The food groups that comprise each of the scores calculated are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Food groups used in dietary diversity indexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>IDDS and MDD</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>FCS</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cereals, roots and tubers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Main staples</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Legumes and nuts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pulses</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Milk and other dairy products, excluding breastmilk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vegetables, includes leaves</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Flesh foods (meat, fish, poultry and liver/organ meats)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fruits</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Meat and fish</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Vitamin-A rich fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Milk and dairy products</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Other fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Condiments</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

FIGURE 23
Distribution of IDDS by treatment group

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

It is important to note that to compute the IDDS and the MDD only six food groups were considered, as eggs were not included in the questionnaire. Figure 23 presents the distribution of the IDDS among children aged 6–23 months overall and by treatment area. Almost no children in any group achieved the highest score of 5–6 possible values.
Moreover, children in group B appear to be highly concentrated in the lowest scores, achieving the lowest mean IDDS of 0.76, while children in group C are more uniformly distributed with a mean score of 2.09. Group A scored between these groups in terms of both distribution and mean, achieving a mean IDDS of 1.41.

To better assess the quality of diet, the MDD is used by classifying the IDDS according to a threshold. The WHO suggests that a qualified diet should comprise at least four food groups, for both breastfed and non-breastfed children. Consumption of foods from at least four food groups on the previous day would mean that in most populations the child had a high likelihood of consuming at least one animal-sourced food and at least one fruit or vegetable that day, in addition to a staple food (grain, root or tuber).

As summarised in Table 3, only 5 per cent of the children aged 6–23 months (i.e. 41 out of 788) achieved the MDD as defined by the WHO of at least four food groups. Although not directly comparable because breastmilk is not included in any of the food groups, a slightly higher proportion of children who do not consume breastmilk achieved the MDD, with the noticeable example of older children. Additionally, when comparing the different treatment groups, we find that group C has the highest proportion of children aged 6–23 months of age achieving an MDD (15 per cent), while in groups A and B almost no children reached this minimum score (3 per cent and 0 per cent, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children’s age</th>
<th>MDD (with continuous breastfeeding)</th>
<th>MDD (without breastfeeding)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDD (6–23 months)</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD (6–11 months)</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD (12–17 months)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD (18–23 months)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD (24 months)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

Alternatively, the FCS applies different weights to each of the food categories based on an interpretation of nutrient density—i.e. food quality in terms of caloric density, nutrient content, and actual quantities typically eaten. In that sense, the FCS attempts to give greater importance to foods considered to have greater nutrient density. The WFP (2008) suggests a classification of FCS values using standard thresholds for poor, borderline and acceptable diets.

With these categories in mind, 86 per cent of children aged 6–23 months appear to have a poor diet, only 13 per cent have a borderline diet, and less than 1 per cent are considered acceptable. When comparing the different treatment groups, group B is the one with the lowest scores (99 per cent had a poor FCS), while group C appears to be relatively better off, followed by group A, with 22 per cent and 17 per cent of children, respectively, having a borderline diet. In all groups between 0 and 1 per cent of the children reached the acceptable dietary diversity levels.
### TABLE 4

**FCS for children under 24 months**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Borderline</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCS (6–23 months)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS (6–11 months)</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS (12–17 months)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS (18–23 months)</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCS (24 months)</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

### FIGURE 24

**FCS categories by treatment group**

[Bar chart showing FCS categories by treatment group]

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

### 3.7 QUESTIONS FOR THE HUSBANDS

**Percentage of men interviewed who attribute responsibility for children’s health and nutrition to the mother**

Most men (97 per cent) in the control group declined to answer this question, while this was the case for only 3 per cent in group B and 6 per cent in group A. The majority of respondents from the treatment groups answered that children’s health and nutrition are the responsibility of the mother—specifically, 68 per cent of men in group B and 82 per cent in group A. The results are similar for children’s hygiene, with 78 per cent of group B and 58 per cent of group A considering it the mother’s responsibility.
Percentage of men interviewed able to correctly identify at least one cause of diarrhoea among children

For all groups, almost half of the men interviewed were able to identify at least one cause of diarrhoea. The most common answer in all groups was contaminated water, which was given by 20 per cent of men in the control group, 35 per cent in group B and 58 per cent in group A. Moreover, we can see from Figures 25 and 26 that the knowledge of causes of diarrhoea is quite similar between men and women and the different treatment groups.

FIGURE 25
Knowledge of causes of diarrhoea (by treatment group)

![Diagram showing knowledge of causes of diarrhoea by treatment group with percentages for men and women.]

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

FIGURE 26
Knowledge of causes of diarrhoea

![Diagram showing knowledge of causes of diarrhoea with percentages for men and women for different factors.]

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
**Pregnancy care**

A high percentage of men were unable to identify any extra care measures necessary for pregnant women. This is especially true for the control group (57 per cent), followed by 39 per cent in group B but only 10 per cent in group A. Nevertheless, almost no interviewees answered that they did not think any extra care should be taken when women are pregnant, suggesting that they acknowledge that pregnancy requires special attention.

For both treatment groups A and B, the most frequent answer was that pregnant women should get more rest, with 53 per cent and 27 per cent, respectively, mentioning this. For group A, avoiding heavy work was mentioned by 47 per cent of men. Group C’s most common answer (38 per cent), eating diversified and nutritious food, was also mentioned by more than 19 per cent in group B and 36 per cent in group A. Eating regularly was often mentioned by respondents in the treatment groups (27 per cent in A and 17 per cent in B), yet not in the control group (2 per cent).

![FIGURE 27](image)

**Extra care considered important for pregnant women by men**

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

---

### 4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

#### 4.1 BASELINE FINDINGS

The baseline data show a low level of socio-economic development among the SBCC target audience. Agriculture is the most common form of employment in all three groups, although to a lesser extent in treatment group A, where jobs within sales and services are also fairly common. Illiteracy is high; 62 per cent of the women and 31 per cent of the men do not read
or write. Only about a third of the respondents have access to radio, and almost a quarter of the households do not have any type of toilet facilities. While this latter characteristic is most pronounced in group C (the control group), group B has the highest level of single mothers, children and illiteracy.

Regarding maternal care and nutrition, most women had attended a pre-natal check-up during the first three months of their most recent pregnancy, and gave birth at a hospital or health clinic. It should be noted that group B respondents had a higher frequency of home births, as well as a lower attendance at pre-natal check-ups. All three groups highlighted the importance of sufficient rest, avoiding heavy work, and regular and diverse meals during pregnancy. A majority of the women considered eating an extra meal every day important or very important. However, 30 per cent of the women responded that they did not know any care measures during pregnancy, reflecting a lack of knowledge on beneficial maternal health and nutrition practices.

The majority of the interviewees know that malaria is transmitted by mosquitoes and can identify symptoms as well as methods of protection against transmission. Even so, the level of knowledge can still be considered low considering the high prevalence of malaria in the region. The study also found an 80 per cent correlation between knowing that malaria is transmitted by mosquitoes and owning a mosquito net.

The survey also points to important knowledge gaps in the area of WASH. First, the data show that a large proportion of the respondents never treat their water before drinking it or cooking with it. A large proportion were also unaware of standard hand-washing practices. These results are particularly surprising, as ‘contaminated water’ and ‘dirty hands’ were the causes of diarrhoea most frequently mentioned by the women interviewed, suggesting a misalignment between knowledge and practice. On the other hand, we should bear in mind that only 60 per cent of the women interviewed were able to cite at least one cause of diarrhoea correctly. While the husbands regard their wives as being responsible for their children's health and nutrition, it should be noted that men's knowledge of causes of diarrhoea is quite similar to women's.

About 60 per cent of respondents believe that infants should be exclusively breastfed up to 6 months of age, and that breastmilk contains enough nutrients. Children's nutritional diversity is generally very poor.

4.2 INTER-GROUP DIFFERENCES AND STATISTICAL METHODS TO BALANCE THE GROUPS

We analysed whether the difference in mean socio-economic variables between the comparison group and the treatment groups was statistically significant. The results of this exercise can be found in Appendix 1 and suggest relevant differences among the groups, which should be taken into account for the impact evaluation. The baseline data suggest that individuals in group A are less vulnerable than the control group, while the results are less conclusive when comparing groups B and C. As described in the SBCC evaluation plan, a DD analysis can correctly measure the impact of the intervention if the systematic differences between the groups follow a common trend—i.e. if individuals in both groups behave similarly over time. Another possibility is to determine a PSM algorithm that allows us to balance the groups in their observed differences. Appendix 2 provides the best results found after several tests of different algorithms using nearest-neighbour, radius and kernel matching.
4.3 DATA QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Data quality and authenticity checks were performed with the baseline data. These checks yielded encouraging results. The data quality and consistency are satisfactory for the majority of variables (325 out of 350). Approximately 7 per cent of the variables feature data quality and consistency issues and will not be used for the impact assessment. A review of the tablet-based questionnaire is strongly suggested, as the correct functioning of features such as capturing GPS coordinates or enabling (and disabling) options for inconsistent answers may help to improve data consistency.

Moreover, a number of checks have been performed to assess the authenticity of the baseline data (statistical checks as well as back-checks in the field). Although the statistical tests indicated a low variability and a high percentage of identical answer combinations which may indicate data authenticity problems, the back-checks in the field—conducted independently by senior enumerators—confirmed the authenticity of the data collected. For the endline survey, it is recommended to work with an external data collection firm, to avoid any conflicts of interest during the data collection.
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APPENDIX 1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TREATMENT AND COMPARISON GROUPS

To statistically evaluate the similarity of the groups surveyed, we performed a differences in means test—that is, we analysed whether the difference in mean socio-economic variables between the comparison group and the treatment groups was statistically significant. The presence of a significant difference would mean that the groups statistically differ in such characteristics, making them less comparable at baseline. Table 5 presents the results of this exercise. We first present the means and standard deviations of the socio-economic variables for the whole sample, followed by the means of each treatment group. The last two columns show the difference in means and its t-statistic.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(1) All</th>
<th>(2) Control</th>
<th>(3) Group B</th>
<th>(4) Group A</th>
<th>(5) C-B</th>
<th>(6) C-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schooling</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate women</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.0916**</td>
<td>-0.267***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.465)</td>
<td>(0.463)</td>
<td>(0.414)</td>
<td>(0.494)</td>
<td>(3.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended school</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.180***</td>
<td>-0.188***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(0.470)</td>
<td>(0.460)</td>
<td>(5.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished primary school</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.107***</td>
<td>-0.210***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.471)</td>
<td>(0.454)</td>
<td>(0.387)</td>
<td>(0.501)</td>
<td>(3.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate men</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.304***</td>
<td>-0.0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.467)</td>
<td>(0.432)</td>
<td>(0.498)</td>
<td>(0.400)</td>
<td>(9.66)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.444***</td>
<td>0.0452*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.418)</td>
<td>(0.276)</td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(0.334)</td>
<td>(16.97)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>3.106</td>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>3.623</td>
<td>3.057</td>
<td>-0.873***</td>
<td>-0.307*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.126)</td>
<td>(2.013)</td>
<td>(2.189)</td>
<td>(2.110)</td>
<td>(6.22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>6.397</td>
<td>5.817</td>
<td>6.300</td>
<td>7.095</td>
<td>-0.483*</td>
<td>-1.278***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.095)</td>
<td>(3.969)</td>
<td>(3.011)</td>
<td>(4.821)</td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bedrooms</td>
<td>1.955</td>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>2.421</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
<td>-0.670***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.273)</td>
<td>(0.850)</td>
<td>(1.408)</td>
<td>(1.415)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People per bedroom</td>
<td>3.553</td>
<td>3.532</td>
<td>4.050</td>
<td>3.207</td>
<td>-0.518***</td>
<td>0.325**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.034)</td>
<td>(1.820)</td>
<td>(2.456)</td>
<td>(1.837)</td>
<td>(-3.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly agricultural income</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.124***</td>
<td>0.425***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.445)</td>
<td>(0.284)</td>
<td>(0.410)</td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(5.36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available money for food</td>
<td>177.0</td>
<td>88.69</td>
<td>153.5</td>
<td>290.6</td>
<td>-64.77***</td>
<td>-201.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(455.2)</td>
<td>(311.0)</td>
<td>(370.7)</td>
<td>(601.5)</td>
<td>(-2.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available money per member</td>
<td>32.33</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>30.83</td>
<td>52.01</td>
<td>-15.78***</td>
<td>-3696***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(75.70)</td>
<td>(55.17)</td>
<td>(77.65)</td>
<td>(87.64)</td>
<td>(-3.54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio access</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>-0.226***</td>
<td>-0.362***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.491)</td>
<td>(0.411)</td>
<td>(0.497)</td>
<td>(0.495)</td>
<td>(-7.47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household owns television</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.0929</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>-0.0324</td>
<td>-0.0773***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.335)</td>
<td>(0.291)</td>
<td>(0.332)</td>
<td>(0.376)</td>
<td>(-1.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household owns cattle</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>-0.0123</td>
<td>-0.0946**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.448)</td>
<td>(0.428)</td>
<td>(0.436)</td>
<td>(0.473)</td>
<td>(-0.42)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Religion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zionist</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.184***</td>
<td>0.0789***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.330)</td>
<td>(0.404)</td>
<td>(0.141)</td>
<td>(0.332)</td>
<td>(8.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelist</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.174***</td>
<td>0.286***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.434)</td>
<td>(0.490)</td>
<td>(0.418)</td>
<td>(0.317)</td>
<td>(5.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>-0.0532</td>
<td>-0.236***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.490)</td>
<td>(0.459)</td>
<td>(0.479)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(-1.70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household materials/facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household has latrine</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>0.123***</td>
<td>0.239***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.450)</td>
<td>(0.370)</td>
<td>(0.452)</td>
<td>(0.491)</td>
<td>(4.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No toilet/open defecation</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>-0.0926***</td>
<td>-0.264***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.426)</td>
<td>(0.325)</td>
<td>(0.410)</td>
<td>(0.487)</td>
<td>(-3.78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud floor</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
<td>0.0672*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.422)</td>
<td>(0.397)</td>
<td>(0.428)</td>
<td>(0.440)</td>
<td>(1.66)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thatched roof</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>-0.485***</td>
<td>-0.305***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(0.430)</td>
<td>(0.445)</td>
<td>(0.498)</td>
<td>(-16.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud walls</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>-0.0952**</td>
<td>-0.274***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.491)</td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
<td>(0.496)</td>
<td>(0.434)</td>
<td>(-2.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors' elaboration.
As can be seen in Table 5, most differences were found to be statistically significant, meaning that the groups surveyed differ in terms of their socio-economic characteristics. Given the way in which the SBCC intervention was designed, targeting the most vulnerable households, differences among the target groups were expected. However, it is interesting to have found better schooling and literacy levels for treatment group A than for the other two groups; more than half of the women in group A are literate, attended school and finished primary school, and also the men show slightly higher literacy levels. On the other hand, we find that treatment group B fares worse than the control group regarding these variables, as would be expected from the intervention design. Whereas a majority of the women in groups A and C are married, less than half of the women in group B have a husband. Even so, group B respondents have more children on average than the other groups. While group A has the largest household size, it also has more bedrooms and fewer people per bedroom.

There is religious diversity among the groups, with a significantly higher proportion of Protestants in group A than in the other groups. Regarding income-generating activities, group A has significantly fewer farmers than the other groups. Yet cattle ownership is slightly higher in this group. Both treatment groups appear to be richer than the comparison group, measured by the available money for food and the available money per household member. Nevertheless, as noted in the Quality Assessment Report of the SBCC baseline data, these variables are not completely reliable due to a presence of more than 50 per cent of values close to zero. Access to radio is also higher in groups A and B than in group C. The same pattern is seen for television ownership, although this is very low in all groups. Regarding the characteristics of the house, significantly more households in group A lack toilet facilities. In all groups, mud is the most common material used for floors, and in groups A and B it is also widely used for walls. These groups also have a higher incidence of thatched roofs.

These results suggest relevant differences among the groups, which should be taken into account for the impact evaluation. The baseline data suggest that individuals in group A might be less vulnerable than the control group, while the results are less conclusive when comparing groups B and C. As is described in the SBCC evaluation plan, a DD approach would correctly measure the impact of the intervention if the systematic differences between the groups are time-invariant, or follow a common trend. Hence, the socio-economic characteristics of the future endline survey will help determine the validity of a DD methodology. If we are unable to find such time-invariance of the differences, a PSM method would be preferred, as matching according to these socio-economic characteristics would create more comparable individuals from which to determine the sole impact of the SBCC intervention.

APPENDIX 2

SAMPLE BALANCING RESULTS—PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING

Given the differences between groups documented in Appendix 1, the impact evaluation of the SBCC intervention will need to draw on econometric methods which are in a position to consistently estimate the SBCC programme’s treatment effect, even if treatment and comparison groups display systematic differences at baseline. One possibility is the use of PSM methods, where each treated observation is matched based on statistical methods to the most similar control observation—in terms of a number of observable characteristics—in the comparison
group (nearest-neighbour matching), a weighted average of observations in the comparison group which have sufficiently similar observable characteristics—i.e. are in a close ‘radius’ to the treated observation based on the propensity score (radius matching), or a weighted average of all control observations, giving a stronger weight to observations whose propensity score is closer to the respective treated observation, based on an underlying kernel function (kernel matching).

Different matching specifications have been tested, and the models which are in the best position to balance out the differences between the groups are presented in Tables 6 and 7. Kernel matching allows us to balance out differences in all but one variable for both groups (mud floor for group A, and number of children for group B). However, only 206 observations out of 478 were on support for group A, and 192 out of 395 for group B. The radius matching specification is in a position to balance out the statistically significant differences for all but three variables (television ownership, latrine ownership and mud floor) for group A and for all but six variables in group B (women’s literacy, husband’s literacy, ever went to school, completed primary schooling, mud floor, available money for food), with 335 out of 478 on support for group A, and 300 out of 395 on support for group B. The kernel matching specification is in the best position to balance out the differences between groups.

### TABLE 6
Balancing results for treatment group A by type of matching algorithm

| Variable                                | Nearest neighbour |                  |                           | Mean | T-test | p>|t| | Radius |                  |                           | Mean | T-test | p>|t| | Kernel |                  |                           | Mean | T-test | p>|t| |
|-----------------------------------------|-------------------|------------------|---------------------------|------|--------|---------|--------|------------------|---------------------------|------|--------|---------|--------|------------------|---------------------------|------|--------|---------|
| Number of children                      | 3.06              | 3.12             | -0.35                     | 0.724|        |         | 3.09              | 3.07             | 0.10                     | 0.924|        |         | 2.92              | 3.08             | -0.76 | 0.449 |
| Married                                 | 0.91              | 0.93             | -0.63                     | 0.529|        |         | 0.92              | 0.91             | 0.72                     | 0.470|        |         | 0.93              | 0.91             | 0.51  | 0.608 |
| Literate husband                       | 0.80              | 0.85             | -1.33                     | 0.183|        |         | 0.81              | 0.83             | -0.40                    | 0.690|        |         | 0.81              | 0.81             | 0.00  | 0.997 |
| Own television                         | 0.19              | 0.26             | -2.24                     | 0.025|        |         | 0.20              | 0.27             | -2.21                    | 0.027|        |         | 0.17              | 0.24             | -1.58 | 0.114 |
| Main income from agriculture           | 0.61              | 0.62             | -0.28                     | 0.778|        |         | 0.59              | 0.59             | -0.21                    | 0.833|        |         | 0.69              | 0.67             | 0.34  | 0.735 |
| Literate                               | 0.52              | 0.58             | -1.43                     | 0.153|        |         | 0.59              | 0.59             | -0.08                    | 0.939|        |         | 0.49              | 0.55             | -1.23 | 0.221 |
| Went to school                         | 0.67              | 0.73             | -1.57                     | 0.117|        |         | 0.72              | 0.71             | 0.31                     | 0.756|        |         | 0.66              | 0.68             | -0.41 | 0.684 |
| Completed primary school               | 0.47              | 0.56             | -2.19                     | 0.029|        |         | 0.55              | 0.55             | -0.15                    | 0.884|        |         | 0.46              | 0.52             | -1.27 | 0.206 |
| Own cattle                             | 0.31              | 0.27             | 0.84                      | 0.401|        |         | 0.33              | 0.31             | 0.66                     | 0.507|        |         | 0.33              | 0.27             | 1.26  | 0.208 |
| Have latrine                           | 0.68              | 0.71             | -0.81                     | 0.417|        |         | 0.70              | 0.60             | 2.73                     | 0.007|        |         | 0.72              | 0.72             | -0.14 | 0.887 |
| No toilet facilities/open defecation   | 0.30              | 0.24             | 1.45                      | 0.149|        |         | 0.27              | 0.34             | -1.83                    | 0.067|        |         | 0.27              | 0.24             | 0.65  | 0.516 |
| House’s floor of mud                   | 0.72              | 0.60             | 3.16                      | 0.002|        |         | 0.72              | 0.64             | 2.32                     | 0.021|        |         | 0.74              | 0.63             | 2.43  | 0.016 |
| Number of people per room in household | 3.38              | 3.35             | 0.19                      | 0.851|        |         | 3.30              | 3.43             | -0.99                    | 0.321|        |         | 3.23              | 3.44             | -1.13 | 0.258 |
| Available money for food               | 208.93            | 297.18           | -2.64                     | 0.008|        |         | 288.85            | 320.83           | -0.69                    | 0.487|        |         | 218.87            | 267.52           | -1.21 | 0.226 |
| Number of observations                 | 301               | 468              |                          |      |        |         | 335               | 478              |                          |      |        |         | 206               | 350              |      |         |

Source: Authors’ elaboration.
TABLE 7
Balancing results for treatment group B by type of matching algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Nearest neighbour</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>t-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate husband</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own television</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main income from agriculture</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Went to school</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed primary school</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own cattle</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have latrine</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No toilet facilities/open defecation</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House’s floor of mud</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of people per room in household</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available money for food</td>
<td>177.04</td>
<td>238.22</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
military conflict. From the remaining 72 health committees in Guro, Mossurize, Machaze and Sussundenga, it was possible to collect beneficiary lists from 56 health committees, corresponding to 77.8 per cent of all possible health committees.

The impossibility of collecting lists from the remaining 16 health committees poses a risk to the evaluation design. During the endline survey, an additional effort will be made to collect beneficiary lists from these 16 health committees as well, to examine whether the impacts in these committees were systematically different from the other 56 committees.

Based on the beneficiary lists which could be collected by 5 December 2016, the IPC-IG randomly selected 500 women who fulfil the sample inclusion criteria and will be interviewed during the baseline survey, along with their husbands, to whom a small sub-questionnaire is applied.

Treatment areas B and C

In treatment areas B and C the sampling will use non-probability sampling methods to determine a representative sample of households in the absence of census data. In practice:

1. In a first step, all communities located within area B (broadcast coverage area of a community radio station participating in the SBCC project, but without a health committee) and area C (pure control) will be identified and listed.

2. In a second step, the communities where interviews will take place will be randomly selected from these lists. The lists with selected communities will be provided to the enumerators.

3. The third step is for enumerators to find community members (e.g. community leaders, health workers, municipal workers etc.) in the selected villages who can help identify households that meet the sample inclusion criteria of being female between 18 and 49 years old and either:

   a. pregnant or
   b. mother of a child aged 0–2.

4. Enumerators will list these two different groups and select the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th person on each of the lists to conduct an interview (if the list is long enough; if the community leader only lists 15 community members, only the 7th and 14th person will be selected).

5. To continue the data collection for the remaining women in the community, ‘snowball sampling methods’ will be applied: each of the female respondents will be asked to give references of three women who are either pregnant and/or have children under the age of 2 and similar socio-economic characteristics. In turn, they will act as ‘seeds’ of new informants. These new potential participants should not be family members or people they keep a close relationship with, to avoid a possible bias in the sampling. Enumerators will follow the same random selection from the list as before with the newly referred participants, who at the same time will become new ‘seeds’ of new potential interviewees. The process will continue until a village-specific quota of respondents is reached (quota to be determined in coordination with the WFP).
NOTES

2. Differences that are not due to random chance in the sample selection.
4. Although SBCC activities are taking place in Bárue, the district was excluded from the evaluation due to the presence of military and political conflict, a situation that has also impaired the collection of the baseline data.
5. For more details on the impact evaluation, please refer to the SBCC evaluation plan.
6. PSM works by calculating a score of the probability of being treated, based on observable characteristics and not on the actual treatment selection criteria (geographical location, in the case of the SBCC). In that sense, the score measures how likely a control individual would have been to receive the treatment whether she had been in the treatment area. A matching algorithm then selects individuals from both groups who share similar scores. There is little guidance when selecting a matching algorithm, as there is always a trade-off between reducing the matched sample and comparing groups that are less similar. Hence, multiple algorithms may be used to compare results and choose the better option for the SBCC data.
7. In a first step, 500 women were sampled at random from the previously collected lists of prospective beneficiaries for the interpersonal communication component. The enumerators were unable to find 80 of these women in the district of Machaze. The IPC-IG team, therefore, drew a random replacement sample from all women who had not been previously sampled in Machaze. In the final baseline database, 389 observations came from the original random sample or the random replacement sample for Machaze. On the other hand, 71 interviewees from area A were not part of the original sample. One explanation for this is that the enumerators have replaced interviewees who could not be traced on the spot. These 71 interviewees might need to be excluded from the final impact analysis, as they are not part of a random sample. For the descriptive analysis in this baseline report, they are nevertheless included in the analysis.
8. For more details, please refer to the SBCC sampling strategy in Appendix 1.
9. For a more detailed description, please refer to the Quality Assessment report.
10. These enumerators were recruited at a later stage and were, therefore, unable to participate in the initial training. WFP field staff who had participated in the original training trained them, to ensure similar qualification levels.
11. To calculate such ranges, tables on height and weight for age of girls and boys were used. In particular, lower values of girls were used as a lower bound, while the higher values for boys were used as an upper bound, given that girls are usually shorter and lighter than boys. The WHO tables used for calculating the range of plausible heights and weights were not available for Mozambique, for which general values were used.
12. If the questionnaire consists of 100 questions and individual A shares 95 common responses with individual B, this is considered a 95 per cent match.
13. The back-checks were specially focused on the interviewees of those enumerators whose results were more suspicious, although other observations were also randomly selected for back-checking.
14. The FCS provides weights to each of the food categories consumed to account for the quality of the diet. It also considers the frequency with which a meal is eaten; nonetheless, for this exercise, the cross-tabulation with the number of times consumed was not performed because that information was not available. For more details, see: <http://documents.wfp.org/stellent/groups/public/documents/manual_guide_proced/wfp197216.pdf>.
15. The suggested breakdown also considers the frequency with which a meal was eaten in the last seven days. For the case of the SBCC, the frequency of the consumption of food was not available; therefore, the threshold was adapted to meet the available data. Thus, the analysis considered a breakdown based on the MDD, incorporating the likelihood of consuming meals from at least four food groups. The thresholds used in the analysis are then: <6 diet is considered poor; 6.5–11.5 borderline; and 12 or above, acceptable.